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May 5, 1972

BOR Okays
New Policy

Chicago Rock Group
May Play For Picnic

On Visitation

"Mandril/. a nationally-known
rock group from Chicago may be
hired to play at Student
Government's spring picnic, May
21.
To date, SG has allocated a total
of $9,500 to cover the cost of food
and entertainment for the picnic
which is scheduled to be held at

The Florida Board of Regents
voted Monday to adopt a new
visitation policy which will allow
freshmen to participate in
visitation. The measure now goes to
the State Board of Education
(BOE) for approval before it can be
implemented. The question is
expected to come before the BOE
at its Tuesday meeting.
If passed by the Board of
Education, the new policy could be
implemented as early as June,
according to Dr. W. Rex Brown,
vice president for student affairs.
"We would like to see this policy
put into effect by summer quarter
but we have some administrative
details that must be cleared up
first," he said.
Student Affairs is presently
working with the Men's and
Women's Residence Associations in
an attempt to get their
recommendations for FTU's role in
the new policy. Student Affairs will
then recommend a date for
implementation to President
Charles Millican and begin to notify
parents of those students involved.
Freshmen may still chose to
reside in dorms without visitation
and all students under 21 are still
required to have written parental
consent for visitation privileges.
Dormitories must vote for
Trends in programming are
visitation by a two-thirds majority developing at the Village Center,
before any hall may be considered a based on four years of experience
visitation dormitory.
and the expansion of the VC
Each residence hall will set its buildings.
own visitation hours between the
The development can be seen in
approved hours of 2 p.m. to 11 the VC speakers program which
p.m. Sunday through Thursday and began in spring, 1969, with a talk
2 p.m. to midnight Friday and . by the late Drew Pearson, writer of
Saturday. No visitation will be the "Washington Merry-Go-Round"
permitted outside these hours.
column. In successive years'.the VC
The Regents' vote was seven to has gotten away from having one
one, with E. W. Hopkins Jr. of major speaker each year, and has
combined such major speakers as
Pensacola the lone desenter.
Betty Friedan of the women's
liberation move?1ent and aut~or
Saul Bellow, with less expensive
speakers as Jean-Pierre Hallet
presenting "Adventures in Africa."
The coming year will utilize a
"follow-up" style begun this year
with such speakers as John Sack,
au~hor of "Lt. Calley," and ~ill
A petition calling for a Baird, . who spoke about abortio~
referendum vote on the an? .birth control. These speakers
decriminalization of marijuana will op1mons were countered by others
be circulating on campus today, d~ring . later programs, so varying
Monday and Tuesday, so that viewpomts ~~uld be presented.
Personalities, such as Pearson,
interested voters may sign it.
The drive, conducted by Florida Bellow, Dick Gregory and Bernard
Marijuana Initiative '72, is not Kalb, who have appeared at FTU,
intended to legalize marijuana, said will not be excluded in the coming
Fred Stover, acting state year. The "University Lecture"
coordinator of the program for series will include one personality
colleges and junior colleges. Rather, speaker each quarter. The
the goal is to permit private use and :'Discover" seri~s will f<;>cus u~on
growing of marijuana. The petition issue~, pres~nting subjects _like
calls for continued penalities for abortion, which have m~y, sides.
The first of these was Baird s talk
sale of the drug.
Florida Marijuana Initiative '72 ~pril .4, foll~wed by a panel
was formed last month, and offices di~uss10n Apnl. 11 .. Involv,~me~t
for the organization are located at w~l be ~m~has1ze? m the Pa~10
1885 Fairbanks Ave. in Winter Discussion . senes, to which
Park. Meetings of the organization community members would be
invited to encourage comment and
are held Thursdays at 7 p.m.
Stover said response to the drive debate with students and faculty.
Plans, not only for the speakers
thus far has been "pretty good,"
with 37 ,000 signatures now on the pro~m, but of all phases of VC
petition. Some of the persons who plannmg, have not been completed,
have signed include members of the according to Wanda Russell, VC
American Civil Liberties Union, program director. Citing two
various lawyers, clergymen and reasons for this, Mrs. Russell said
physicans. To get the issue included the new VC board has met on1y
on the November ballot, 176,000 once, and, in following a trend set
by the VC's participation in
signatures are needed.
Persons wanting further Student Government's Project 7th
information about the petition may of March and Black Student
contact "Initia tive" offices at Union's Black Appreciation Week,
the VC may formulate programs
47-4185.

McKinney Eligible
For Civitan Post
FTU Collegiate Civitan President
Mike McKinney, attending the
organization's state convention at
St. Petersburg through tomorrow, is
a can di d at e for d e p u ty
governor--second highest office in
the Florida district.
McKinney, a freshman in the
College of Social Sciences, · is
running to succeed a University of
Florida junior in th post. Former
FTU chapter president Jim
McCarty will preside as governor of
the group for the last time at this
:weekend's meeting.

4 Years' Experience, Expansion
Provide Base For :vc Programs

'Pot' Petition
Circulating
On Campus

By Beth Weilenman
built around events sponsored by " Dynantite Chicken ," and that the
other campus organizations.
new facility will have a built-in
Mrs. Russell said there will be cinemascopic screen.
more special movies, such as
Returning next year will be the
"College Bowl" question-answer
competition and a musical similar
to "Fantasticks" produced this
1
year. "And seeing the community
interest in 'Mark Twain Tonight!',"
said, Mrs. Russell "we'll P!'°bably
include more drama m the
'Performing Arts' series." Also
On Monday, at 8: 30 p.m. in the scheduled for a return is the art
Engineering Auditorium, Miss festival.
Janette Ogg, a soprano and voice
teacher in FTU's music department,
More classical events are being
will give a faculty recital featuring considered, since the expanded VC
the voice literature of Mozart building will accommodate sµch
F rank Martin
Hugo Wolf', concerts with the advantage that
Theodore Chanl~r and Gustav the room will not need to be
Mahler.
vacated because of a class meeting.
Accompanying Miss Ogg will be
Nancy Cross at the piano, with
Mrs. Russell said she would like
Geraldine Gee playing the viola; to see "the second annual
Linda Threatte flute and Arpad Kaleidoscope." While not budgeted
Szomoru playing the dello. There is as a single event, Kaleidoscope,
no admission charge and the public VC's alternative to homecoming,
is invited.
could be a collection of events
The FTU Philharmonic already budgeted. "One
Orchestra and Concert Choir will Kaleidoscope-like event may be the
perform Sunday June 4 at 3 p.m. opening of the new center," she
in the Winter Park High School said, "because we'll be bringing
Auditorium. Handel's Concerto for together different acts--art, concerts
Orchestra the Oboe Concerto from and crafts programs."
Cimarosa '(with Mrs. Cathy Baker as
soloist) . and Liszt's 2nd Hungarian
Also planned are competitive
Rhapsody will be played. FinaUy· .,
the orchestra will join a rhythm trio programs, where students, faculty
of drum, electric organ . and electric and staff create ideas for VC
guitar in the performance of programs, such as this year's
''Prism," a symphony-rock "Fiction Film and American
composition by Joe Murat ViolenceJ•
presently an FTU orchest~
"I expect that next year the new
trumpet player and a former FTU board will take a critical look at
student.
what has been traditional. Some
There is a concert and recital things may go the way of the old
schedule in the department of queen contest. The board may dig
music in the Village Center.
into traditional events maintained
for history's sake," said Mrs.
Adding that she came from
Campus Glances aRussell.
college that had tradition but few
activities, sh~ pointed out that one
of her disappointments in VC
TAYLOR ELECTED
planning was the lack of
Sam Taylor, University of involvement of students. "If for
Florida's first black student body each event we could involve five or
president,· was sworn into office six students, it would make that
Wednesday, April 26.
event really touch their lives."

Music Recital
To Be G• ven
MOn d ay N•lght

Lake Claire, north of campus.
According to SG Programs
Committee chairman Joanne
Puglisi, ·. 1,250 steaks, 500
hamburgers, 500 hotdogs, plus
baked beans, potato chips and
other condiments have been
purchased at a cost of
approximately $3,300."
Free tickets will be available to
students, ·faculty, staff and their
families starting May 10 for three
days. Each person will be entitled
to two free tickets.
"Up to 2,250 free tickets will be
given away," said Miss Puglisi.
"That is the number of steaks,
hamburgers and hot dogs we have
purchased. After that, all tickets
will be 75 cents."
According to Miss Puglisi, SG
hoped at one time to acquire Rod
Stewart or Elton John to perform
for the picnic. "We found out this
week that the original price of
$7 ,500 for either of them to appear
was outdated, and had gone up to
$18,000 apiece. We have been told
that "Mandril" will perform for
$3,500 to $3,700."
A telegram was sent to the group
in Chicago early this week, asking
them to contract for the May 21
performance.
"On the day of the picnic,
"Heaven," a local band, will
perform from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Food
will be served during those hours
also," said Miss Puglisi. "Mandril''
will perform from 5 p.m. to 7 or 8
p.m."
There will be no parking at the
lake site on the day of the picnic.
"To prevent overcrowding of the
lake area, people will be asked to
park on campus and walk over to
the beach," said Miss Puglisi.

FSU Taking
Study Tour
Applications
Florida State University is now
accepting applications from state
university students for the June to
December sessions at FSU's
overseas study centers in London,
England, and Florence, Italy. The
deadline for application is May 15.
Both programs are open to
students in the state university
system who have a 2.0 GPA and
sophomore or above standing.
Credits earned from the program
can be transferred to the home
institution. Students spend six
months studying, and extra time is
provided for travel. All courses are
taught by Florida State faculty
members.
Subjects at Florence center
around the humanities, including
art, history, literature, Italian,
English, classics, religion and
philosophy. 'lhe total cost of the
program is $1,925, which includes
round-trip air fare from New York,
medical insurance, tuition,
Center-sponsored trips and room
and board for six months. The
Florence group will depart from
Kennedy International Airport
June 14.
In London, stude~ts will ~tudy
courses in the social sciences, such
as history, government, economics,
anthropology, geography and
psychology. The tot.al cost of the
London program is $1,993, which
includes the same provisions as
those of the Florence program. The
London group will depart from
New york June 15.
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Faculty Evaluations

FTU's Big Problem
Perhaps the biggest blunder of the year---even the four-year existence
of FTU - has been the professor evaluation program. Thus far, nothing
of substance has emerged from lhe efforts, and we seriously doubt that
anything will, due to the many "strings attached" to the release of the
results.
Such an undertaking cannot be effective unless it is acted upon
immediately. Complications and mistakes at the University of Florida
Computer Center have delayed every step of the evaluation to the point
that the results will be useless when they are finally released.
COUPLE THIS with the escape clause that allows professors to get out
of having their results published and you get a completely wasted
effort.
What can possibly be the point of taking class time to conduct an
~valuation (when many of the professors think it is foolish and
iegrading), allocating time and money to evaluate the results by
;omputer and spending SG funds to publish these results when they
Nill obviously be incomplete?
It will be futile to spend time and money to publish these evaluations
:Jecause the sample will not be representative. How can a student
determine which section of a course he should take if all professors
aren't represented? It isn't such a big thing to desire the best possible
professor as a prospective teacher. Doesn't the employer discriminate in
just that way when he compares two or more applicants for a job? He
considers the opinions of others (references) and the slate of successes
and failures (grades and activities). It seems reasonable that students
would desire a classroom situation where they had the best possibility
)f doing well and making that ever-important grade!
THE IDEA of having faculty evaluations was a good one - it is a
lrogram from which both students and faculty members can benefit.
fhis, like any other program, must be handled in a ~ositive manner-1ut faculty and administrative opinion has led us to believe that this is
1ardly the case.
llnstead, the results will possibly be one-sided -- having only good
eviews of professor and class performance. And how can the employer
the student) make a choice when all applicants (professors) have a
ompletely_clean record?

A Matter Of Opinion

II
I

By Gabriel Yanni

I

Some of the things that go on in the hierarchical cliques of this
miversity, whether the cliques be in the administration or Student
Government, are beyond reasonable responsibility toward students, and
rre enough to drive anybody who cares toward total revolt and
')pposition.
This is generally a very reserved, conservative campus. Often life
p'asses it by on its non-stop track toward further involvement and
concern with matters of life itself. College education is not restricted
only to what one acquires in the classrooms.
Take for example, the case of the two students recently suspended
from college for a year, because they violated a social "unwritten law."
Are we still at the stage where a social act should infringe on academic
matters? Have those who passed the sentence thought of the academic
;etback that has been imposed upon those students, a sentence passed
by some members of the administrative clique? What sort of sentences
;;hall they pass for greater violations? Probably they will tar and feather
them in front of the Administration Building. Such a violation should
oe punished by a social sentence only. Those students should have been
asked, for example, to leave the dorms and live off-campus.
The FuTUre, besides its editorials and occasional letters to the
editor, is simply reporting news~ dull at times, one must admit, but this
is due to the dullness of this technologically oriented campus. Besides,
some will argue the point that reporting is basically the role of a paper.
Fine, but how about also infiltrating some motivating ideas to radically
transpJ.an.t ~his~3Jn.pµs. o_µt of.its se~~eJive µnpotency?
I .am _...surprised ihat no . one ··has yet thought of a permanent
undergroun(i campus paper to compete with the FuTUre and check the
actions of the "clique," and make Friday's reading more exciting. An
underground paper, set within the limits of acute truth and wit, is
needed on campus.
As for Senator Hunter Potts, who so brilliantly pointed out the
"ignorance of many students" who did not know that there was a
suggestion box on the first floor of the Library Building. Let me point
out that such a box has existed, bearing on it "What do you think?"
with no mention of whether it is for administrative purposes or for the
sanitation in the restrooms.
Senator Potts, what have you and others in Student Government
done regarding the suspension of the students? Have you ever realized
that you are the highest power· on this campus, that with properly
channeled and used authority you can change any sentence and law?
Students are not ignorant, but your lack of motivation and loyal
interest has driven everybody toward simply ignorning your existence.

LINDA METTEL
Editor-In-Chief
Sharon Marek
News Editor

Carol Whitten
Copy Editor

John Gholdston
Layout Editor
Shelby Strother
Sports Editor

SG Has 'Pi.cnic'
With Student $$
Dear Editor,
What a "picnic" Student
Government must be having as it
spends our money.
Stop for just one monent and
think of what you could do with
$9,500: buy a new Cadillac,
Continental or Mack Truck; pay off
half the mortgage on your home, or
pay rent for about seven years.
Well, Student Government will
spend that much on a spring picnic
that last year was attended by
maybe 2,000 persons. That sounds
more like a Student Government'
Country Club on a once-a-year
basis. And they want Rod Stewart.
Why not the Beatles reincarnate for
about $95,000?
Enjoy my steak, Frank Santry
and Steve Adamick. It would taste
too much like oiled liver for me to
attend.
Father Nature

Two Suspensions
Draw Student Fire
To the People,
I was going to write to you how I
really felt about the two students
being suspended for visitation
violations, but I can't because the
FuTUre doesn't print "dirty
words." Because of this, I have to
send you this mild version of what I
think.
All the students trying to get
into the Student Government
president or vice president seats
were talking about it being "time
for a change" or about the need for
a "stronger Student Senate" and
also about letting it be the "voice
of the students and not the
administration." If Ray Hom and
Sandy Miller are suspended, it will
prove that all these noble sayings
are lies and that the Student Senate
plans to act like normal and just sit
back and play dead. But then again
why should the Student Senate
spoil a perfect record of blunders?
Another fact is that if the
students are pushed out of the
coveted halls of FTU, they might
not get another chance to get into
another university. This would of
course ruin the future of two
human beings, but does the
administration or SG care? Just
because a guy and girl meet in their
rooms and not in the fine woods
which surround the campus? Is this
a good reason to be kicked out and
damned by FTU?

If the Student Senate expects to
gain the respect and/or confidence
of the student body, it sure has a
funny way of trying to get it.
Listen students, who are we
trying to kid? I also live in the
dorms and know how we students
(who are old enough to get married,
vote, drive and get drafted) are too
immature to have a girl up for a
visit. Just because Miss Kovachevich
thinks we're all a bunch of whores
and sex maniacs is no reason to
restrict the hours of visitation. If
this keeps up, I won't be surprised
if we all turn homosexual (look at
prisons).
So Student Government and
Administration, if it makes you feel
good to get rid of two students just
remember that angry people are
dangerous, and the students are
angry·
.
M & S Enterpnses
(And most dorm students)

Education College
Needs

7\. T

1

~o

.-1..

De1 ense

Dear Uneducated Education Critic:
I am writing this letter in
response to the letter you wrote
concerning the field of education
and the people that are currently
enrolled in education courses at
FTU. This letter will not be in
defense of education, for the field
of education is a respectable and
important one and does not need
defending. Instead, it will be a
letter to give you some facts
concerning the people enrolled in
our courses in education at FTU
and the curriculum they are
following. In other words, this will
be a letter to educate (remember,
that is my field), for obviously you
don't know what is going on in the
College of Education or you would
not have made the accusations you
did.
You say that people are taking
education courses for the wrong
reasons--that many think it is an
easy way out, for all you have to do
is teach dumb little kids. First, let
me say that you have no right to
make such a statement unless you
are enrolled in the education
courses and can make an adequate
evaluation of the reasons why the
students sitting next to you are
there. You don't even know me or
anything about me, so how can you
judge my reasons for being in the
education field or my dedication to
it!
It is wrong to think that the
education majors are people who
didn't make it in another field, girls
just taking courses to while away
the houis until they can get

married, or the persons whose
parents pressured college, and the
education field served as an escape
curriculum. I invite you to come
out and spend some time with the
people who are in education and
see for yourself the type of person
involved with it.
We couldn't be any of the above
described people and stay in the
education field. What makes me so
sure--common sense.
1) Just spend one day observing
a teacher in a classroom like we do
and you will see the patience
needed when some kid flie~ a paper
airplane across the room, the eye
strain from grading papers, the
lesson plans that must meet state
specificiations, and the skill needed
to do the actual teaching.
2) If you didn't have some
dedication it wouldn't t.ake you
long to switch majors because
teaching is no nine to five job with
a high salary. I happen to have a
degree from a junior college as a
legal secretary and have worked as a
secretary in New York this past
summer... believe me, secretaries
get paid a lot better and don't
develop ulcers from worry about
(Continued on Page 9)
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Greeks Plan
Annual Event
Next Weekend

I

i
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:=, ;;;~*.• Reaction To Seminar
__......~~~·· .,_., _~_··
. ~!I Elimination .Favorable
General reaction to the
elimination of mandatory senior
seminars has ·been favorable among
professors currently teaching the
courses, although one instructor
said he was not sure of the
implications of the cancellation.
Dr. Albert Craig, who teaches
the education seminar, said he feels
the idea is a good one. He called the
new program "complementary,"
adding this will give the colleges a
chance to offer a more ihdepth
curriculum.
C. Barth Engert, of the social
sciences in human affairs seminar,
said he favors the idea of dtopping
the seminars as requirements. He
said he feels the original idea for
the seminars was "excellent," but
in the translation from theory to
practice something was lost.
He added the new plan is also a
good one, though it perhaps would
be more relevant to a freshman
• i than to a senior. He said he would
like to see a lot of planning go into
the new course~ to eliminate the

FTU's third annual Greek Week
will be held May 12 and 13 and will
feature two days of competitive
activities, athletic contests and
parties.
Participation is open to all
members of Greek organizations,
but the weekend of events may also
be attended by non-Greek.
A Volkswagon Parade to the
contest field will start the events
Friday at 4 p.m. Cars entered in the
parade must be decorated and wil1
be judged. This will be followed by
an egg toss, sack races and a VW
stuffing contest.
The Greek Sing will be held .a t 7
p.m. with each organization
presenting. two Greek-oriented
songs. Intermission entertainment
will be provided by the Kape
Kanaveral Klowns. The Sing wil1 be
judged on originality, quality,
presentation and organization.
Judges will be Dean of Men Paul R.
McQuilkin, Dean of Women Carol
Wilson and another member of the
administration.
Friday's activities will climax in
a bonfire at 10 p.m. on campus.
Chariot races will begin
Saturday's events at noon. Other
contests on Saturday will be the
tricycle race, water balloon toss,
watermelon eating contest (open
only to fraternities), tug of war,
. string eating contest, wheelbarrow
race, pushball contest, spider race
and a non-alcoholic chugging
contest.
The traditional Greek Week
party and awards presentation will
WHO'S CAGED'! In this academic world of work, classes and grades
be held Saturday night at the C-Bar sometimes it's hard to tell who's in the cage and who's out. This female
Ranch. "Myth" wil1 provide dorm student had better be careful or she may be behind real bars. The
entertainment.
hamster is a MALE! (Photo by Craig Powell.)

New Posts Open
Jn Student Af'iairs

14
A new position under the dean
of women has been approved, and
its counterpart position under the
dean of men is presently in the
planning stages.
The new positions, if approved,
will be known as assistants for
student development. Student
Affairs is currently interviewing
applicants for both positions.
These new staff members wil1
work with the fraternities and
sororities and will also help to
coordinate programs and activities
for resident students.

problems that caused the failure of
the seminars. He added that the
ultimate succes.s or failure of the
new plan will hinge upon how well
the courses are planned·
Dr. John Budina (business in
human affairs) added his approval
to the seminars' elimination. As to
the future of the seminars, he.said
he feels they will be around for
awhile but will eventually be
dropped because of lack of interest
by the administrations of the
various colleges.
D r . J e r 0 me Donne 11 y
(humanities and fine arts in human
affairs) has not formed an opinion
yet, saying he was not sure of the
implications of the elimination. He
said he feels the university should
concern itself not only with turning
out productive persons but also
with making graduates more
"human," and should require an
overview of the humanities.

Poor Participation

K•ll
l S L ead erS La b
Student Government says that
the cancellation of the National
Leadership Methods program which
was to be held on campus April 7
and 8 was due to inadequate
participation. Forty-nine stude.n t
organization respresentatives and
their faculty advisors registered,
and a minimum of 60 participants
was needed for the two-day
leadership lab.
The National Leadership
Methods .organization, contracted
by Student Government, has put its
programs of group interaction,
guidance and decision making
exercises into action on campuses
throughout th~ . c.o~ntry_:

t*******************************************************************************i
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'VOcitl' Silence Surrounds Suspension Of Students

By Beth Weilenman
further investigation of the two
students' suite mates, said, "There
are ethics involved in working with
students. It is evident that this is
not a matter to be discussed; it is
personal and confidential. I'm not
in a position to say anything about
it."
He also said he did not know if
t?is :was "Horn',s first or second
violation.. I ~an t even answer that.
~t r~ally_ ISn t relevant. What that
1mphed 1s that everyone should be
•
'f b' '"
given a ~e~ 1e..
.
McQuilkm did not knov.: 1f there
had ~~en ~y o~her ~uspens1ons d~e
to vJS1tabon v1olat1ons, and said
that · the suspension decision
concerned only the student~
involved. He also said he. ~id -?ot
know how many v1s1tation
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'. violations have occu~d on

"Everybody's talking at me," suspension. Horn received a
but you can't hear a word they're suspension of three quarters by
saying, because they don't want to decision of the Men's Residence
be quoted, or they consider the Association. He had been found in
matter confidential.
· Miss Miller's room after visitation
hours.
Horn told the Student
Two students recently were
suspended from FTU for three Government Senate he would
quarters after having been appeal his case to the
apprehended for violating a major Student-Faculty Judicial Board, but
visitation rule. The two students are according to both SG President
Sandra Miller, a freshman majoring Frank Santry and President-Elect
·
·al
Adamick he has not yet filed
1·ences, and Raymond Steve
ID SOCI
SC
•
'
•
,
• •
Horn, a sophomore social sciences hIS appeal. Dean Wilson s dec1s1on
major.
in Miss Miller's case has been
M i s s Mi 11 er ch 0 s e an upheld by Vice President for
drninistrative hearing two weeks Student Affairs W. Rex Brown and
:go before Dean of Women Carol President Charles Millican.
Wil n which resulted in her
Dean of Men Paul McQuilkin, in
se:;e~ce of three quarters, speaking of the possibility of

•

with different parts of the policy,
such as hours, no:vistation areas,
serious and less serious violations.
There's never the same decision,
even in cases which seem similar."
Dean Wilson agreed that each
case is unique. "It's impossible to
answer that question. Just as in any
violation outside the university
situation, there are no two identical
cases."
Members of the Men's and
Women's Residence. Associations
were hesitant to add any
information. Men's resident
supervisor Steve Stein stated, "To
be honest with you, I'm not going
to answer any of your questions."
Other members of the associations
frequently referred questions to the
deans.
One vocal group were sever:aJ
1campus. "Each case is different. dormitory students who said they
Different kinds of violatioqs de_aj were familiar with the events
surrounding the apprehension and
.l\·nny Pub
:
suspensions, but these students
64 oz. of Beer-· S·i .00 · frequently coupled their statements

with, "Please don't say I said this."
These students complained of
what they considered unfair
treatment of the suspended'
students, citing examples of alleged
violations which were punished by
a letter of reprimand, even for
multiple offenders.
Fourteen SG senators wrote a
resolution to Millican expressing
concern about the severity o.f the
sentences. They received individual
replies acknowledging the
resolution, but saying that this was
one of the unpleasant duties of
being the president' of a university.
Later, Millican · approved Dean
Wilson's decision. ·
Both deans have a list of
sentencing recommendations which
may be used as guidelines, but their
use is left up to the discretion of
the deans. The guidelines are not
found in either the student
handbook or "Pad Procedures,'. a
handbook for resident students.

SPECIAL THIS .MONTH
Plus your
trade-in.
1

Bargains on all Candles,
Glass Pieces, and Candle-making Supplies
I

PORTABLE .~

1/3 OFF

Unique . Gifts for a Friend
We mail Candles and Glass anywhere.
Remember Mom, May 14th
523 Park Avenue S., Winter Park

Phone 644-6734

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER

New
Style.
New
Performance.
*Machine must be in working condition .. If you
don't have a trade-in our used machine depart·
ment has some you can buy for as low as $10.
Use your BankAmericard or Master Charge, or
. pay as little as $5 a month.

Get a whopping $50 allowance* for your old typewriter or adding machine toward the purchase of
a brand new Apollo 10 Electric Portable Typewriter. Comes complete with beautiful carrying case.

~
CHIC< wnH

george Stuart
133 East ROBINSON

ORLANDO, FLA.
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Cosmopolitan magazine struck
another blow for the sexual
revolution with its April ismle that
flaunts the first male nude
centerfold in a popular woman's
magazine. Actor Burt Reynolds is
TI 0 .l
posed nonchalantly on a bearskin
osm.opO.ILJLlt.All.ll rug smoking a cigar. He is
·attractive, but the centerfold isn't at
all sensational. The only things we
don't on:linarily see of men on the
beach are the fanny and the genitals
and neither is revealed with
"Cosmo's Playmate."
Cosmopolitan isn't contrary to
o
o
their statement on the foldout, the
magazine to photograph a
nude male. Photography magazines
have been revealing everything for
years, but presumably only men
have been interested enough in
nude bodies to persue them.
Therefore, women, reasons
Cosmopolitan, would really be
excited by a brownish fuzzy photo
of Burt Reynolds with his hand in
his crot.ch.
That Cosmopolitan is now
publishing male nudes should not
come as a surprise to anyone who is
familiar with its contents. The
editor, Helen Gurley Brown,
created a mild sensation in l962
with her book, "Sex and. the Single
Girl," a handbook for women who
want to learn how best to please
men. It admitted and advocated
that single girls have sex. It is a
detailed analysis of the art of
attracting men, including
everything from advice about where
to live, what to wear, how to diet
By Linda Carpenter
and make up or what to cook.

1aym. ate'

U n:n.m. press:n.ve?first
Revealing

No More

Than Day
At Beach

Co.s mopolltan is an extension of
the basic ideas in that book. The
majority of the articles and
advertisements in the April isme are
instructions for women on how to
get, charm, attract, understand or
marry a man. "Men Who Make You
Miserable" is subtitled "Is your
lover emotionally he'llthy enough
for marriage?" "Men I Have Loved.
. . and Loved. . .and Loved,"
suggests sorting out your ex-lovers,
instead of letting them lie around in
great m~ heaps in your head.
The author lists categories you can
put · them in like "forget.able,"
"friends for life" and "special."
The cover advertises "A Sure Way
To Win a Man-Zap Him When He's
Down and Unsure of Himself."
Other articles are: "How to
Avoid Bores (and escape being
one)" "Girls Who Have to Be
Liked," "Why I Hate Me: A
Sensitive Girl's Lament" and "Can
a Man Be Vulnerable?" There is
also a short story about the "othe1
woman" who loses out to the wife.
The Cosmopolitan cover girls are
not the fresh portraits of the
all-American McCalls type of girl
.next door, but are three-quartet
photos of extensively made-up very
sexily dressed or half-dressed
women. The magazine is aimed
toward the woman primarily
interested in improving her pleasure
and status ~ a sexual being 01
-adjunct to a man.
This is nothing new. Most
women's magazines are similar. Few
offer women anything of any
substance or intellectual challenge.

They are either handbooks 01
housewifery or sexual attraction.
Cosmopolitan is the ultimate in
current dating game handbooks and
its reputation m; such is furthe1
reinforced. with the publication of
the nude centerfold. They take the
refutation of the double standard
to its limit by suggesting that not
only do women enjoy sex as much
as men but they enjoy looking at
men's bodies as much as men enjoy
looking at women.
Cosmo's statement on their nude
man read in part:
'
"Men have been happily
eyeing naked women on
calendars, ads and in ~girly'
magazines for decades•..wasn't
it time for our women readers to
have anakedmanoftbeirown'?
'Thetimeforourphotograph
had not only come, it was long
past due. We had the feeling that
the reason naked women so
abound in magazines, while there
is such 3 dearth of nude men, is
that, until recently, those in
control of publications have been
men, who thought only of
pleasing their brother men, and
neglected the visual appetites of
us equally appreciative girls." ·
So, those "sensuous" women in
control of Cosmopolitan have given
us a naked man of our own.
Hurrah.
But let's not harbor any
sentimental pretenses about
Cosmo's intentions or women's
excitement about their own nudie

magazine. U>Smopolitan is making
every effort to infonn women of
their sexual prerogatives and
powers (little else) and to cater to
en exploit new desires.
Still, it is a far cry from a
"Boyly" magazine full of varied
ftesh to gloat over as men do over
bunnies, and the coy manner in
which Burt Reynolds is
photographed is passe and
ridiculous in an age when rock stars
expose themselves at concerts and
actors and audiences disrobe at
performances. It is avant.garde only
in the context of popular women's
magazines, ~d they h~ve been slow
to ch!1°ge with the times and the
conscmusness of women: .
The banner of sexuality 1s often
waved under women's noses in the
guise of liberation, but
unfortuantely, the sexual
revolution h~ not necessarily been
for the good of women. The
hazardous pill bas made them more
available, but signfficant changes
have not been made in social
attitudes and the behavior of men
to correspond with the new
morality being forced upon women.
No contraceptive is 100 per cent
effective, and pregnant unmarried
women are still socially ostracized
in many countries the world over.
The publication of exclusively
s e x a n d m a 1 e - o r i en t e d
advertisements and articles
contributes to the retardation of
women because it fails to inform of
their full humanity and neglects the
very basic ismles of social reform
and political power.

~~.~1 ~~~~e~~y ~:-~~~~r!~~1.~~~:gra~~~~~ionnarr. . I~ Campus Glances

sampling the buying habits of FTU
students shows most students spend
their money on necessities.
Gasoline and oil are rated as the
most frequent purchases made by
students. Groceries rate the next
highest.
The stated purpose of the survey
conducted by four marketing
students, Deward Benton, John
Moore, Bruce Suther and Dewin
Townsen is "to assist the FuTUre in
attracting advertisers in the greater
Orlando-Orange County area."
The February survey included a

LOVE- IS

representation of students and their
purchasing patterns.
The marketing team collected
data from students living within a
75-mile radius of the campus. A
sampling of 11 students for every
500 enrolled was used.
A ' ' m a i I s t r u c tu re d ,
non-disguised · questionnaire" was
used to establish the demographic
profile.
The survey is a collection of

The results show the FfU student
is a unique college consumer. The
fact that FTU is a commuter
campus, with more than 95 per
cent of the student body living off
campus, and the wide age range
contributes to the student's
uniqueness.

,

PENNY PUB
Coliege Bar
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FLOWERS FOR MOTHER'S DAY
FROM ALUMA FLORIST.
2092 Aloma Ave., Winter Park
Phone 64 7-7244

~

EDITOR TO SPEAK

Bill Dunn, editor of Florida
Magazine, will be on campus
Tuesday at 11 a.m. to discuss
aspects of magazine journalism.
Speaking in LR 245, Dunn will
elaborate on magazine
management, production and

writing, drawing specific examples
from his work on Florida Magazine.
Dunn will appear as the guest of
Sigma Delta professional journalism
society, and all club members and
any interested students and faculty
are invited.

SPRING FORMAL
"SHOWERS OF MUSIC"

,s
~'BITS

RANGE CYCLE WORKS

AND
PIECES''
FROM ATLANTA
WILL PROVIDE
THE MUSICAL
BACKGROuND'

DON'T MISS THE
SURPRISE
ENTERTAINMENT!!

llBERIA

1219 N. Orange Ave.,
Orlando Fl
423-9972
pen Wed.,
Fri., Sat,
11·7

European

Ten
Speeds

Tues. 8r
Thurs. 11-9

FALCON

May 20, Saturday, from 9:00 p ..m. -1 :00 a.m.,

at the Granada Room of the Park Plaza Hotel
on ~e Eola in Orlando.
Tickets on sale now at the VC for
$2.00 pe.r penon.

.. '
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ENTERTAINMENT
Places To See, Things To Go, People To Do

Creepy 'Nightcomers'
Depends On Eroticism
By Fran Elliott

Henry ~a1'1es wrote several short
novels during the 1890s which dea1t
with characters, their temperment
and reaction. Perhaps the most well
~nown of these stories was an eerie
tale, "The Turn of the Screw,"
Made more famous through movies
and TV, this story and/or its
characters have been popularized in
the past several years. Now there's

Gaelic Passion Lives
In O'Casey's 'Juno'
By Lea Ward

A generation ago, Ireland spawned a covey of writers who brought
the flower of Gaelic passion to the rest of the world through their verse,
prose and drama. One of these was Sean O'Casey.
O'Casey wrote of the lives caught up in an ancient civil war. This was
war as we cannot understand it. It was lived by every member of the
society and allegiance to each faction was passed from generation to
, generation, bred into the people's bones as a legacy. Many times this
was a child's only inheritance, for most of Ireland's children were
materially poor. In his works O'Casey embodies the riches of Ireland,
the language and passion that scarcely makes a meal for a bare table.
This war and poverty are the underpinnings of the theatre
department's "Juno and the Paycock," being presented today and
tomorrow at 8: 30 p.m. in the Science Auditorium. However, the life of
the play comes from the contrasting persons locked together and nearly
unable to break away from each other.
This is a drama of conflict without the word love being mentioned
JOXER DALEY (Doug Emerson), left, congratulates "Captain" even once. The conflict is personified in Juno Boyle, played very well
Boyle (Richard Wagner) on his good fortune in a scene from "Juno and by Cheryl Caroncino, and her husband, "Captain" Boyle, portrayed by
the Pay cock.,, (Photo by Craig Powell.)
Richard Wagner.
Juno lives in the world of here and now-of duty and making-do and
not hoping for better. She cares for her family and shelters them from
the world, even to the point that none of them can cope with the
reality of living.
newest and friendliest college lounge
Her son Johnny, played by Rick LaVelle, betrays his Irsish
Republican Army comrades under the least pressure, and her daughter
Mary, portrayed by Donna Mealey, becomes pregnant by a passing con
man.
It is the daughter who is a combination of Juno and her husband.
"Captain" Boyle is a dreamer, never seeing reality and building a
Now Appearing CLARENCE PALMER and the
complete world of fantasy for himself. He is almost the stereotype of
the drunken, blarney-speaking Irishman. The drama is peopled with
SEASON'S CHOICE= Featuring JULIE ALLI
cynics and believers who support and illuminate the disintegration that
vocals and JIM MARSHALL drums.
Juno seems unable to stop and that "Captain" Boyle does not even
notice.
All drinks ~ price to ladies on Tuesday - 9 - 2.
Juno gathers up the pieces of her life, goes to the police station to
identify and bury her dead son and takes her unwed pregnant daughter
to another haven. "Captain" Boyle merely continues his fantasy with
May 1 - May 5 is "Get Acquainted Week".
his
alter ego, Joxer Daley, played by Doug Emerson.
Everyones drinks ~ price, 9 to 2.
Reservations for "Juno and the Pay cock" may be made by calling
275-2600. Admission is free to FTU students, faculty and staff
members upon presentation of IDs.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S

I Flit T• lllle '

''The Nightcomers," the most
recent film based more on character
studies than even James's story.
'.'The Nightcomers," playing 11t
JJ;ie_ ·Park West Theatrf ~ often
confusing and s0mevJhat irritating
at times, but always creepy in its
approach. Unlike the original story
of a governess, her two wards and
the influence of the estate's groom
on the children, this version is too
dependent upon the visual erotic
happenings between the groom and
the governess during their nightly
visits.
Nightcomers, indeed, is what
they are! It is never quite clear how
or why ~he groom inflicts horrible
torture upon the governess, or why
she accepts this in the name of
"love." This in itself is disturbing,
and becomes even more so when
the young boy tries to copy these
gross actions with his sister.
Admittedly, the film's interest is
always kept high in wondering what
evil force will win over the main
characters next. The only true sane,
steady, sensible character in the
film is the housekeeper, played by
Thora Hird. She is even humorous
at times in her efforts to have
things done correctly. With a shake
of the finger and a "tsk, tsk, tsk,"
she reprimands the children for
some innocent behavior, not
knowing what is really taking place
behind locked doors.
Marlon Brando plays the filthy,
wicked, Irish Peter Quint to the
hilt, and Stephanie Beacham does
well as the beautiful governess wlio
teaches the children chalkboard
lessons, but gives them moral
training. Christopher Ellis is not so
believable as the young master
Miles, but Verna Harvey shows
excellent acting ability as Flora,
who changes from an innocent
squeamish girl to a full-fledged
vindictive accomplice. to her
brother, Miles.
With the present "rage" for the
"occult," the movie has all the
criteria for a really sinister chiller-thriller with its shadowy
atmosphere, morbid characters and
dreary situation. · However, the
pieces aren't put together quite
right, ' though nicely, into a definite
shape.
Thus, even the reasoning of the
children to turn against their
favorite friends, the governess and
groom, doesn't seem quite right.
After all it waS- Quint ·:thai: taught
them, "If yeti re'ally 10-v~, you'want
to kill." He should be pleased they
learned this les.5on well.

Education Council
Scheduled At USF

422-4521

Meetings every Tuesday at
11 a.m ., Engr. 418,

May 5, 1972
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HEY YOU!
ME?
·YES, YOU, STUDENT!. (faculty, Staff, and Families)
Get Your Free Tickets, Yes Free, For The. . .

/~~id'A~~~~~ SG SPRING./Pic;ic ~
0

~

0

Sunday, May 21

From 2 pm - 8 pm At Lake Claire

~ 2 LIVE BANDS
~

t~

'

an s:
\

MANDRILL
·r

(From Chicago)
. f

and
HEAVEN

STEAKS
1

('~)

~~,,~..~l\~

FREE
~

............

TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE KIOSK STARTING WEDNESDAY MAY 10.

__..__ _.._ LIMIT - 2 PER STUDENT. ADDITIONAL TICKETS MAY BE BOUGHT FOR 75 CENTS.
REMEMBER, YOU MUST PRESENT A TICKET TO RECIEVE YOUR

FO~

.

May 5, 1972
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Final Exam Schedule
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Spring Quarter, 1972
June 5-8

Cl~s

Final Examination Period

8 a.m. Monday
8- 9:45 a.m., Mon., June 5
9 a.m. Monday-----------·8- 9:45 a.m., Wed., June 7
10 a.m •.Monday

10-11:45 a.m., Tues., June 8

11 a.m. Monday-----------lff-11:45 a.m., Thurs., June 8
12 noon Monday
12- 1:45 p.m., Mon., June 5
1 p.m_ Monday-----------122 p.m. Monday
23 p.m. Monday ·- - - - - - - - - - · 24 p.m. Monday
45 p.m. Monday-----------·4-

t•

I

I
Which First Meet
During the Week at

SG Food I

1:45 p.m., Wed., June 7
3:45 p.m., Tues., June 6
3:45 p.m., Thurs., June 8
5:45 p.m., Mon., June 5
5:45 p.m., Wed., June 7

8- 9:45 a.m., Tues., June 6
8 a.m. Tuesday
9 a.m. Tuesday----------- 8- 9:45 a.m., Thurs., June 8
10 a.m. Tuesday
10-11:45 a.m., Mon., June 5
12 noon Tuesday·----------12- 1:45 p.m., Tues., June 6
1 p.m. Tuesday
12- 1:45 p.m., Thurs., June 8
2 p.m. Tuesday----------- 2- 3:45 p.m., Mon., June 5
3 P-m. Tuesday
2- 3:45 p.m., Wed., June 7
4 p.m. Tuesday----------- 4- 5:45 p.m., Tues., June 6
5 p.m. Tuesday
4- 5:45 p.m., Thurs., June 8

The Student Government food
service investigation committee· is
presently carrying on an indepth
study of FTU's food service
operation, and plans to issue a full
report by the end of the quarter.
Committee chairman Hunter
Potts said that members had visited
and plan to visit other universities,
and commented on several possible
re commendations from the
committee.
"We realize that food service
could not su'rvive without a
mandatory food program but the
committee may recommend
adoption of a 10 or 12 meal plan,"
said Potts.
The biggest problem, according
to Potts, is the small number of
students presently being served by
the food plan. "We could probably

Voters Okay
2 Referenda

go to a non-mandatory plan if there
were l,000 more students," he
added.
James Eller, director of
auxiliary services, also emphasized
the mandatory plan, stating "as
long as there is a food service, there
will be a mandatory plan."
. Committee members have taken
note of innovative procedures used
on other campuses, such as
unlimited Seconds on meat, salad
bars and frequent steak: nights.
"The question is, would students
(at FTU) be willing to pay for these
extras," said Potts. The committee
is tentatively planning to find out
by surveying resident students on
their attitudes about new food
programs.
Eller pointed out that some of
these extras will be possible when
the new cafeteria is opened in the
fall. The cafeteria will hold 500
persons as compared to the 240
capacity of the Multi Purpose
Room.
"We will be able to introduce
innovative ideas such a make
-your-own sandwiches,
make-your-own sundaes and salarl
bars, due to the increased space,
and there will be no monetary
increase in food cards," said Eller.
Eller said .he is pleased that a
committee to investigate food
service has been formed. "Everyone
learns something from constructive

i=

criticism, and although I am not
personally involved in the
committee work; I hope to be
useful as a source of information,>'
be said.
Eller and two committee
members have made tentative plans
to travel to Tampa Monday to see:
the warehouse where FTU food lJ
purchased, and to the University of
South Florida campus to see its
food service operation. "We hope
to see how the food is packaged
and prepared," said Potts.
The food service director said
FTU operates under a unique
situation "because we have our own
food service with no middleman.
Other Florida campuses have a
profit and loss operation under a
private vendor.
"We are not malting a profit but
we are offering the best food
service we can. I don't contend that
we do a good job ... I contend we
do an excellent job," said Eller.
''I have traveled to othe1
campuses and our food service is so
much better, there is no
comparison." Eller added that
representatives from several Florida
university food service's have
visited the FTU cafeteria and have
expressed the same feelings.
Food service committee
members are Potts, Janet Vickers,
Debbie Hanshew, Skip Tann and
Brent Niemla.

FTU voters approved both
referenda included on the ballot in
the recent Student Government
election. The referenda concerned
the abolition of the present mascot
NOTE:
and formation of committees to
select a new mascot, and the
1. COMPREHENSIVE FINAL EXAMINATIONS MUST BE cancellation of classes between 1
SCHEDULED DURING THE FINAL EXAMINATION WEEK AT and 5 p.m. on presidential election
THE TIMES INDICATED ABOVE. ANY VARIANCE FROM THIS days.
SCHEDULE MUST BE APPROVED BY THE DEAN OF THE
Although both referenda were
COLLEGE AND REPORTED TO THE OFFICE OF ACADEMIC approved, no further action has
AFFAIRS.
been taken on either, said Elections
2. Assistant Deans of those colleges desiring to schedule multiple Commissioner Fred Daniels. Daniels
section course examinations should consider the use of evening said he does not expect any action
hours during the June 5-8 period or may use the open examination to be taken soon, since the present
period of 10-11:45 and CB115 for multiple section examinations SG administration is "winding 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m!• At h 1et ic 0 r i en t e d stud en ts!
$8
Opportunity for quick summer
other than in accordance with the above schedule must be cleared down'' and will probably not wish
money, $30/day call Friday - 7
to initiate new activities.
through the Office of Administrative Planning.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111::: p. m _--9 p. m. 6 71-786 7.
3_ Classes which meet for the first time during the week on Wednesday,
The approval of the mascot 1964 Alfa Romeo, 1600cc, Guilia
Thursday, or Friday 'should schedule day or evening examinations referendum is at variance with the Spyder. 6,500 mi., completely Need tutor for Stat 301 immed.
during the period June 5-8 at the discretion of the instructor in findings of a recent survey rebuilt & balances engine. Very Call 423-7235 or Mrs. Scofield 8-5
conducted by WFTU-TV. WFTU good throughout. $800 or best weekdays. 422-4485. $3 per hour.
consultation with all memebers of class.
HllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllUUHllHtllllRIHldllllHlllmllllllll
4. Classes which meet at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for two hours surveyed four
per cent of the offer. 644-5435.
or more and should schedule examinations at the regular class hour student population and foun~ that . Two lovely 4 acre homesites or will
during the period June 5-8.
5~.5 per cent of those questioned · sell entire 8 acres. Just 2 miles N. of
5. Continuing Education course examinations should be scheduled at did not want to change the mascot, FTU overlooking beautiful Lake 1111111111111' 11111UHllH1Ht1wnum1111111mnt11Rlllllllllllllll'dl!l!Rl11111111W
theregularclasshourduringtheperiodJune5-8.
37 per cent wanted a change, 11 Hayes. ~xcel_le_nt location for N E E D E D :
E f f i6. Comprehensive final exammations are not mandatory and are given per cent were undecided and .5 per faculty with riding horses. Phone ciency/Room/Sublet/Sha re Cou pie,
831
4
6
June 19-July 28, straight, mus1
-29 7.
at the option of the course instructor.
cent gave no answer.
after p.m.
have air-cond., Contact Dr.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 1 1 1 1 • • • 1$79.50.;
used Only
Fischer
65
watt
amp.
1 home tape player, Brennan--Physics 275-2325 or
store sample $64.50; 4-channel 275-2648.
quadro-sonic car tape player
$159.50 -- four speakers free. 1111111mnmm111111111111111111111111111111111111111n11111111111111m111111muinmt1
Credit terms available for students.
Action Music, l039 N. Orange.
11111111111111111111111n11nn11111111111111R111n11mRUH11111um11111ni1111m111m.
423-3810 after 2 p.m. Wed.--Sat.
1i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
1
Term papers typed--xerox
copying--resumes. Cl Secretarial
•111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111wu111u111111111Serv., 333 Park Ave,, N. (Proctor
Beautiful home for rent. 3 bdrootn, Cntr} Winter Park. 644-5654 9 a.m.
2 baths, air, paneled, on 4 acres o1 -- 4 p.m. Mon.-Fn.
land. 5 mi. N of FTU, lease tc
responsible person, after May 28. Typing in my home. Experienced,
fast, and accurate. 50 cents
$175/mo. 671-1747.
double-space page. Any type of
New, 2 bdroom duplexes 4 mi. N. theme, report, term paper, etc. for
~f
FTU in Oviedo. $150/mo. more info., phone Sharon Wilson
includes carpets, central heat & air, 859-1995.
appliances & drapes. RI DGEWOOC
Typing in my home. Experienced in
VILLAGE 365-3721.
all types of college papers and
,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 resumeMs. 50: fcents double-spaced
~~i~z 92~~e. mo. call Mrs. Hubley
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wanted

THE WEAR ·HOUSE

serv1·ces

for rent

Featuring AFull Line Of· Custom-Decorated Sportswear T-Shirts, Jerseys, Jackets, Tank Tops.

Imprinted With Your Choice Of AWide Variety Of Custom DecorationsFraternity And Sorority .crests, Novelty Designs, Club Names·, Nicknames,
Or Your Own Special Saying.

help-wanted

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 llllllllllHlllllllHllllllHlllllHlllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllll

THE WEAR· HOUSE
THE WEAR ·HOUSE Also Offers A Unique Line Of Gifts,
Jewelry, Class Rings, Trophies,
Paddles.

Sta~ionery,

Mugs And

We Specialize In Fraternity And Sorority Merchandise.
126 E. Morse Boulevard, (Just Off ~ark Avenue), Winter Park
Phone 645-4787

pe rs 0 na1

Management Personnel to start
part-time arid earn up to $50,000
plus, depending on management 111111111111111H11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111l11111111111tnRHll11tl
ability. Call 277-5507.
Truck drivers, warehouse, laborers, Jeanelle! Charmout is a kalime to
daily draws, bonuses. Immediate be used Lamma Am Tehke inti wa
temporary jobs. Report 6: 30 to Akrout.
8:30 a.m. Olsten 1215 N. Mills.
Happy Birthday, Mouse! Baby
Dart, John Jacob Aster, Little Tree,
.
.
Sultana, Coleus, Mon Ami, Suzie,
Jeep, and us. You're not one year
PL' 1111 ' · Pu b ..
!older, you're one year better.
h-t ()./. u f lh'l'l' - J. 00

__

s

__

_---...;..:..._ ,

.PART-TIME EVENING WORK AVAILABLE

•

Miscellaneous clerical

•

Miscellaneous Data--Processing Clerks

·n

Key Punch Operator

•

File Clerks

l"'irst National Ba;nk At 01. Jaudo
an •qua( opportunity employer

Interviewer to be on campus May 5 from 9: 00 to
12: 00 a.m. in the Placement Center or contact the
P~rso!<lnel Department.! flrst .,. National ..' Bank At. Or.lanct.o •
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Two Visions Of Village Center .Arts Festival
-··

Multi-Colored
Crafts Garden
Ado.rns Lawn

.,,,.,,

~ ~'God's

Eyes'
~;. Survey Work
By Creators
By Beth Weilenman

By Weber Ivy

Bells, beads, batiks, blouses;
giant, jellyroll, and ensemble
candles in concrete molds; ceramics
and a string lamp; flowers in wax,
flowers in ink and woodcuts and
etchings; rib-ticklers and tie-dyes
and neckties. A multi-colored,
many-textured garden of artwork
grew this week on the north lawn
of the Village Center, enclosed in a
fabric sculpture by Mrs. Jerry
Brownell, a local artist and FTU art
student. She and .37 other artists
donated time and talent to the
Village Center Arts and Crafts
Festival, May 1-3.
Linda Eastman, the Village
Center's assistant program director,
said, "The reason we have the
festival is to give students an
opportunity ·tJ display artwork,
and to buy it at reasonable prices."
(Leather hats made to order that
would have called for spending $10
in many shops were selling at a
price of $4.50, for instance.)
In addition to the artwork, the
festival presented the band "Raw
Silk," and the second annual poetry
reading which involved not only
English majors, but students from
many areas of study. The reading
happened on Wednesday on the
south lawn of the Village Center.
Among the creative writing
students involved were Jay Taylor,
Bob Bradshaw, Chuck Collins, Greg
Jarvie, Catherine Bishop, and Jo
Ellen Dahlstedt, wh<>Se works will
appear in the first ismle of the FTU
literary magazine, Florida Review.
Doug Frazeur, the magazine's
editor-in-chief, acted as the poetry
reading's master of ceremonies, and
the copy editor of the Florida
Review, John Browne, also read
some of his work.

God's eyes gazed through
triangles of colored yarn at barrels,
orange crates and an open-sided
wooden booth arranged upon the
Village Center Green during the
first three days in May. Upon the
crates, barrels and booth shelves
were the arts and crafts ·of 37 FTU
students, faculty and' staff, offered
for sale.
The first day brought $70 to the
artists, whose crafts included the
diamond-shaped hangings called
"God's eyes,'f candles, glass and
ceramic works, jewelry, paintings,
clothes and leather articles. The
creations were surrounded by a net
semi-circle, created by Jerry
Brownell, college artist who tied
brilliantly-colored strips of cloth to
the net.
Leatherwork was displayed by
Shag Tennant, who created shoes,
hats and belts.
This art festival was an
expansion of the bazaar and art
auction sponsored by the Village
Center last year. The program was
organized to present an
opportunity for artistic students to
offer their works for sale, and allow
shoppers to purchase original art
objects. The VC, the sponsor for
the festival, took no percentage of
the profits, which went directly to
the artists.

'

~sGlance~I
FTU PRODUCTIVITY
FTU ART enthusiasts tumed out in large numbers
this week, not only to ogle the vast array of arty
creations on sale, but also just to pass time and enjoy

the company of other. appreciators.
Spinos.)
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nro·l.essor~
ftree FTU Art I'i
'J •
Build Sculnted
Cathedral
'.r
'TlL

.J.

funded this year at the rate of
$1806 per student. Last year, the

I t:1

TRANSFER STUDENTS

A painted and sculpted cathedral replaced an airplane hangar at Patrick
Air Force Base Friday and Saturday, April 21 and 22, as FTU art
profe5.50rs Dr. Walter Gaudnek, Steven Lotz and Johann Eyfells helped
the air force celebrate the 25th - - - - - - - - - - - - anniversary of Air Force and Germany' during the Cultural
Armed Forces Day and the 9th Olympiad, and event which is an
annual space conference.
extension of the Olympic Games.
As.5isting the profe5.50rs were
about 20 FTU art majors and 30
t::!l\ll~Ua1:Jilt1iA~~~. students from area high schools.
According to Lotz, the CBS-TV
televised . the celebration, and the
' show will be presented later in the
~~'"""'".........;..;;..;.~;....;.a,~~.........""""'~:~~
u year.
" "The Cosmic Labyrinthian
Happening," as the environmental
cathedral was called, is similar to
the art marathon to be presented
,fa! by the three professors in Munich.

The number of students
transferring from Florida's 27
community colleges to the state
university system has been
increasing steadily over the past
three years, reaching a total of
8,045 in the fall of 1971.

productivity of the faculty and
staff of FTU has increased by 18
per cent over last year. This high
increase of productivity compares
very favorably with the 5 per cent
increase requested of the nation as
a whole by President Nixon for
Phase IT of the current economic
stabilization program.

n

QUARIUM
~~FE,
INC.

I

.••

u. S. Senator Ed Gurney
.recently introduced a bill in the
Senate which would make August j
26 "Women's Rights Day." August
.26· was chosen because it is the date
on which the nineteenth
amendment, which gave women the i
right to vote, was officially certified
as part of the Constitution.
THE LOVE of artistic creations
Gurney noted that the passage
knows no age limits. This young of the nineteenth amendment was
admirer may one day learn to "a landmark in the struggle for
..c-re_a_te_o_n__
he_r_o_w_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _
eq_u_a1_re_c_o_gn_i_ti_o_n_u_n_d_e_r_t_he_la_w_._''111

Atlantic and Pacific
Marine Fishes

'

fOVER

6,000 PAIRI

of Today's fashioned, flared,
casual and dress pants

·J-l.._-~
GUYS & GA LS

WHAT WAS IT LIKE?

fu~:w:;!~3~~:a:~~~~ the

Explore the Wonders
of the
Underwater World
in Your Own Home!

Women's Rights
Day Proposed

The 1st Century

At the October meeting of the
FTU chapter of the American
As so c i at i o n of Uni ve rs it y
Profeswrs, it was stated that FTU is

from
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up

For The Beginner
To The Advanced Hobbyist.

·

CHURCH
9PM

brushed suede, cotton, corduroy,
super -wide wale, cut cords, ·
stretch and double kilits,
great knit tops, pullovers, belts, dress shirts . .

Fresh Water Fishes Too... With A Complete Line Of Supplies

2417 Edgewater Dr., Orlando

107 W. Lyman, Winter Park

Lake Parker MaJl, Lake]and

Phone 645-1900

Winter Haven Mal1, Winter Haven

Zayres Center, Fern Park
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s.ays m
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Clu lodly
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people get discouraged and don't We are involved with eliminating

1

iJast for two reasons: 1) They the poor teacher, the-closed-minded

A t•

•t

Calendar

·thought it would be e~ 2) They teacher, the many things that we
C l Vl ),.
._,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......... didn't have the dedication or spunk have complained about . during our ~--------------------------t
Johnny who got busted for drugs, to fight for better changes and gave careers as students; and we are
YOUNG REPUBLICANS:
the six weeks' grades due Itiday, up. One look at all the work that replacing them with competent
the phone call from the irritated the field of education requires and teachers and with new, exciting
Meeting, 11 a.rn., LR 240.
parent because you gave his son the the three hour credit given for ways to bring about effective '""T_H_E_A_T_RE--:
low grade he deserved, and spending nearly 16 hours a week in learning.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB:
headaches and eyestrain from a high school proves to be quite
I realize that I have directed this
"Juno and the Paycock," 8= 30
Meeting, 11a.m.,AD145.
reading professional material effective weed killer. It doesn't take response to you as though you were
p.m., Science Auditorium.
VETERANS:
concerning the subjects you are them long to realize after one class not in the education field. Perhaps MOVIE:
Meeting, 11 a.m .. AD 111.
teaching, along with the in the education curriculum that you were in the education program
educational journals in order to there is no such thing as "just and quit. Perhaps you just ran into
"M *A* S *H," 8: 3 O P .m.,
keep up with the new ideas and teaching dumb little kids."
a few people who you felt were
Engineering Auditorium.
PEGASUS PILOTS:
changes taking place.
Those of us in education know there just to teach dumb little kids '""--------------1
Meeting 11 a.m., EN 418.
3) If you are in the educational that there is no such thing as a because it seemed easy. Whatever
fiel~, you alm~t hav~ to have two dumb little kid in the first place. prompted you to write your letter,
AccoUNTINGcLUB:
Meeting 11 a.m., CB 216.
ma]Ors. Sometimes this can be more No matter what the age, kids are I don't know. However, I think that
demanding than the curriculum in constantly out to outsmart you; we you are not in education because L---------------f
the engineering or humanities are aware of this and give them you certainly would not have put THEATRE:
SIGMA DELTA:
colleges. Easy?-1 assure you it isn't. credit for their intelligence. Let me forth some of the opinions you
"Juno and the Paycock," 8: 30
Meeting 11 a.m., LR 245, Bill
In order to get your degree in educate your further. We are proud voiced. For one thing, the College
p.m., SCAUD.
Dunn, Speaker.
edu~ation, you must know the of the College of Education and of Education is very open-minded
SORORAS:
sub3ect you are teaching inside and what we are doing. We don't want and I would say it has one. of the MOVIE:
Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 233.
"M* A *S*H, '' 8: 30 p.m.,
out. If you are a business education to be mediocre teachers; we have best communication lines between
EN AUD.
major, you are required to take at higher standards and goals. We want faculty and student.s.
least 50 hours in business to be effective, stimulating
We know we can voice our ~-----------~AYN RAND DISCUSSION:
specialization in addition to your teachers-teachers that know what complaints and criticize the
I
Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 211.
general studies, and 42 hours in is going on, teachers with open program if we feel the need to do
education. Many people who aren't minds designed to improve the so, and we do. If we think we can 1----------~ CHESS CLUB:
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 121.
interested in education would see present education system.
get mo:re out of a course if it were KAPPA SIGMA:
Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 240.
how much time is needed in
The program here at FTU is taught in another way or if we feel
PEGASUS PILOTS:
business courses and decide to designed in such a way to permit us that too much time is spent in busy DELTA TAU DELTA·.
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 110.
switch over to business. When you to become such teache:rs. Do you work, we say what we think. Due
graduate from business education, know about the program? Do you to this communication line, the .,___M_ee_tin_g._7_:3_0_p_.m_.,_LR_2_39_._ _-'4
you know shorthand, typing, know about the cou:rses I am education program is evaluated and
FOREIGN STUDENTS
business law, accounting, etc. but taking, what I am doing out at we get things done. If you were
Tuesday Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 243.
what is more, you know how to Colonial High School and what I :in education, you wouldn't have had
CIVIL ENGINEERS CLUB:
teach it.
am learning in my courses at FTU? to write a letter to the FuTUre-it
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 418.
It may surprise you that I am in Unless you know what I am doing would have been more effective to MEN'S WATER POLO:
education because I want to be in education, I don't see how you tell an instructor and they would
Entry Deadline.
the:re and because I feel that it is can judge the effectiveness of the look int.o the complaint and see
one of the most important and education I am receiving at FTU. what could be done for PHYSICS SOCIETY:
Meeting, 4 p.m., EN 316.
stimulating occupations. It may Here is an opportunity for you to improvement.
also surprise you that many of the find out what is going on-I invite
The College of Education
ASSOCIATION
others in education feel the same you to spend one week, or even one believes in keeping its own house in AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS LATTER-DAY SAINTS:
way. I am not the closed-minded day with me and see just what this order. We in a sense, are concerned
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 121.
Meeting, 4 p.m., AD 112.
person and honestly evaluated the "easy curriculum designed for an with cultivating our gardens. (I
type of students enrolled in the easy credit'' consists of.
took humanities, you know, I
ZETA TAU ALPHA:
college, and I can objectively state
The:re are many people who look didn't spend all my time just taking LAMBDA Clll ALPHA:
Meeting, 6 p.m., LR 211.
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., EN 204.
that I can count on one hand those down at education majo:rs. I believe those "easy' education couises!).
that may fall int.o the category of it was last quarter when someone Each and everyone of us in the
TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
haphazard drifters or easy wrote a letter to the FuTUre stating College of Education feels that we ZETA TAU ALPHA:
Meeting, 7 p.m.; EN 359.
Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 239.
curriculum seekers that you that the College of Education had a must do like Candide, cultivate
descn"bed. Knowing the fairly high high percentage of A's and B's. I our gardens if we want positive
PI KAPPA SLPHA:
DELTA DELTA DELTA:
student fatality and turnover rate will not deny this is true although results.
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 204.
Meeting, 7 p.m., LR 233.
the College of Education has and all we have more than our share of
One last parting thought. I am
the work that one must do in the dropouts and turnovers. If anyone going to sign my name to this
CHEMISTRY CLUB:
various blocks, I can also state in education gets an A or B, he has letter. I noted that you didn,t sign MARK TWAIN TONIGHT!
Symposium, 7:30 p.rn., EN 361>.
objectively that these few drifters earned it! We work for those grades yours. I am signing mine because I
The author "comes to life,"
Symposium by Region IV
will not be in education for long.
just as hard as a student in am proud of what I am doing and
8: 30 p.m., SCAUD.
Crime Lab.
The program here at FTU is chemistry works for his!
believe in it. Can you say the same
Featuring John Chappell.
designed to weed out these people
We are involved with improving for what you are doing?
'------..;;..._--------' MOVIE:
and believe me a great deal of the education system as it stands. Sincerely,
Linda Fierro
"More," 8:30 p.m., ENAUD.
(Continued from Page 2)

Today. May 5

--------t

Saturday, May 6

Sunday May 7

Monday, May 8

Wednesday,
May 10

Tuesday, May 9

BOOK EXCHANGE

TRAVEL FILMS:
"England, Scotland, Ireland,"
11 a.rn., CB 115.

Thursday,
May 11
CHEMISTRY CLUB:
Mee~g,

DELTA SIGMA PI:

4 p.m., SC 115.

Meeting, 11 a.m., pledgFs, LR
239, chapter, LR 233. ·

ACCEPT BOOKS JUNE l -12

CHI PHI DELTA:
Meeting ll:a.m., LR 210.

PAPER DRIVE

LATTER-DAY SAINTS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.

SALE OF BOOKS JUNE 14

- 21

ICHTHUS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 108.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212.

REDEMPTION OF BOOKS
AND MONEY JUNE 22

Dr. Martin Wanlelista's Man and
Environment course, Engr 488, is
conducting a paper drive May
16-19. A Community Iron and
Metal Works truck will pick up the
paper at the dock of the first floor
of the Engineering Building.

SUPER lO JEANS-

- 30

..

.,,.,,,
1#$/ZIS 1-J-S-1-f

I.

SIZE S-7-9 SHOPS

COLONIAL 'PLAZA MALL

LR ROOM 243
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FTU Netters Drop Final Match
II 9-0 Rout Against Fla. State

:t

By Mike Crites

No seats were available on the
afternoon of FTU's final tennis
match of the season. The crowd,
many of whom were standing, were
unanimously behind the Knights,
but exercised the usual restraint of
a tennis audience.
Florida State University scored a
shutout in a match strongly fought
b y FTU. The experienced
Seminoles were on top 9-0 at the
conclusion of the April 27 game.
FTU had assured itself a winning
season with a 9-0 triumph ove1
Florida Institute of Technology in
•~""" Melbourne the day before the FSU
match. The Knights won nine of 17
inatches during the 1972 season.
Richard Bernd, named as an
h onorable mention to the
-...--- all-American team in 1971, won
APPLYING THE FINAL TOUCHES--Big John Rouse appears to over FTU's Mike Dezeeuw.
have things pretty well in hand in a past wrestling match. Rouse Dezeeuw took the first set 6-3 and
rec·e ntly earned a chance to try out for the U.S. Olympic wrestling team led by a 2-0 margin in the second
next month in Minnesota.
set. FSU's sophomore ace rallied to
take the match on consecutive sets
of 6-2.
Bernd said that DeZeeuw was
"much better than a lot of the
players" he had faced in major
college competition. He explained
that Dezeeuw was nervous during
Senior John Rouse of the FTU but still managed pins against them. the final sets.
wrestling team has earned a trip to
"Madre. . . !" FSU's Juan Ortiz
T h e
m e et
was a n
the U.S. Olympic wrestling trials AAU-sanctioned affair and the rules was disappointed with his error on
next month as a result of his were the same as international the court. In the bleachers someone
second-place finish in the Olympic rules. When asked what the
regional qualifying meet last difference was, Rouse replied,
weekend. In a meet held at the "College wrestling has many more
University of South Florida restrictions."
Rouse, a native of Orlando, has
campus, Rouse finished second
ACLU MEETING
behind the University of Florida's worked out daily since the
Mike Clark to earn a trip to wrestling season ended nearly two
An organizational meeting of the
Minneapolis in the unlimited weight months ago. Practicing against some FTU chapter of the American Civil
of his smaller team mates was a key Liberties Union will be held
division.
Clark, who was an honorable to his showing last weekend.
Thursday, May 11.
mention all-sophomore
"I picked up a lot of speed
A location has not been selected,
all-American, decisioned Rouse 7-3 working against Charlie (Patton, a but will be announced on signs
in the final match. However, both team mate)," the big guy explained. posted on campus. A speaker from
the first and second-place finishers
Rouse never wrestled until last Orlando's ACLU will be talking
ae eligible for the trials. Rouse season. Until then, he was a about the organization and its
wrestled his way to the finals by member of the FTU Weightlifting present Central Florida
pinning Keith Mavis of Boca Raton, Club. But Coach Gerry Gergley involvements. The proposed
and Carl Kehan of Greencove coaxed him into coming out for constitution will be offered for
Springs.
wrestling. And now he is going to discussion, and a question-answer
For a change, Rouse was the the OlymJ.?iC:: trials ... maybe.
period will follow.
"little guy'' on the mat. The 5'11"
240-pound Rouse appeared small
beside the 6'6", 305-pound Marvis
and the 6'4'', 293-pound Kehan,

.R ouse Wins Shoi
At Olympic Trials

Lifters Place 3rd
In Regiona I Meet

FTU Students
Join League
In Orlando
Intramurals is not the only place
where FTU students are displaying
their softball talents. A group of
them have banded formed a team
and participants in Orlando's
Slowpitch Softball Leagues.
The team, named the Cavaliers,
is entering its third year of
competition. This season they are
off to a flying start, winning their
first two games. Behind the stellar
play of "Toy Cannon" Shannon
and Buffalo Bill Parham, the
Cavaliers have a strong shot at the
title. A big "if' is Bob "Big Tater"
O'Mara. If he can remain healthy,
the race will be close.

The FTU Weightlifting Club
placed third Saturday in thhe
Region 4 Championships held in
the Weight Room. FTU only had
three lifters competing as compared
with eight competitors on each of
the two other teams which beat
FTU. Stanczyk's 300 Club from
Miami, won the meet, and the
University of Florida placed
second.
Farrell Byrd won the 132-pound
class with a 605 total. He was
taking it easy in order to lift in the
Junior Nationals next week in
York, Pa.
Marty Lee was fifth in the
198-pound class. He set a new
personal record in the clean and

"' Pu h
l\·1111v
h-J. ui. 01· lk.:r - \ 1.00

<.

jerk with 215 pounds. This was his
third official meet.
Harvey Newton placed second in
the 242-pound class with an 880
total.
The next meet will be the
Region 4 Powerlift Championships,
July 1 in St. Petersburg. Added to
the ranks of Weightlifting Club are
Paul Allard, Bill James, Paul Mozak
and Walt Carter. The July 1 meet
will be their initiation to
competitive lifting. Anyone
interested in joining the team
should come to the Weight Room
and see one of the team members.

explained, "He said 'mot}ler
something.' I couldn't make out the
other word." With Spanish, Ortiz is
able to release his tensions and not
offend anyone. With consecutive
sets of 6-3, Ortiz defeated Craig
Linton.
Seminole Bob Boland downed
Charlie Herring with two sets of
6-1. Tech's Jim Kelahar fell to
Charles Diggans by a score of 6-1,
6-2.
In the number five competition
Steve Diamond registered a 6-3, 6-2
victory over Neil Howard of FTU.
FSU's Mike Neal completed the
singles sweep with a win over Bruce
Broussard on sets of 6-1 and 6-2.
In the number five competition
Steve Diamond registered a 6-3, 6-2
victory over Neil Howard of FTU.
FSU's Mike Neal completed the
sing1es sweep with a win over Bruce

Broussard on sets of 6-1 and 6-2.
The Tallahassee school's doubles
team of Ortiz and Boland edged
Dezeeuw and Linton in the first set
by 7-5 and won the match with a
6-4 second set.
The Knights' pair of Kelahar and
Herring were defeated by Diggans
and O'Neal on consecutive sets of
6-4. FSU's Neil Karadbil and
Diamond scored a 6-3, 6-3 win over
Broussard and Ralph Stone.
Dr. Alexander Wood. FTU's
coach, complimented the FSU team
as "great, awfully sharp." FTU had
played better against a Rollins
College team that defeated FSU on
Friday. Wood said, "We didn't have
the advantage of scouting FSU as
we did Rollins.
"We did well for a small team.
Evecy,podv tried. . .we just came
short.

Tennis Player Reflects
On Completed FTU Season
By Bill McGrath

With their defeat at the hands of
Although outmanned, due to the
the nationally-ranked Seminoles of fact that these schools have
Florida State last week, the FTU developed tennis programs with
tennis team closed out its 1972 more scholarships and better
season. Florida State's team facilities and equipment, the FTU
included the 7th ranking player varsity was not outclassed. They
from Brazil, the number three proved this time and time again,
junior from Canada and the Puerto posinJ! a serious challenge to the
Rican champion.
Under the direction of Dr.
Alexander Wood, the Tech netters 1
were bolstered by a bevy of new
players including Mike Dezeeuw,
one of the top South African
juniors, Craig Linton, who played
number one for Eastern Carolina
University, Nate Smith who had
played at the four position for :
FSU, Bill McGrath, who played at
the number one position for
Orlando Junior College, and Neil
Howard, a tough Florida junior
opposition in every match by
college player.
making up for their shortcomings
These additions allowed the with determination and inspired •
revamped Knights to play major play.
NCAA college teams. This marked
For the seniors on the team,
the first time in any of the fledgling Larry Whitacre, Hugh Tompkins~ #FTU varsity sports that a team Tom Poppell, Ralph Stone and
could compete against such college Bruce Broussard, it was a year to
powers as Cornell of the Ivy remember. They have watched their
League, the Big 10 team of Illinois team improve over the seasons until
and Furman, the Southern this year when the tennis team
Conference champions. Also, the tackled major colleges and
one and two teams in the Ohio universities throughout the
Valley Conference, Tennessee Tech country.
As for next year, FTU can look
and Middle Tenne$ee along with
the number two small college team, forward to another promising
sea8on in tennis.
RolHn~.
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THE STATE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
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FTU Homerun Threat Provided
,By Third Baseman McCarty

,

Every team needs a guy with
power-hitting potential-someone
whose mere presence in the lineup
gives the opening pitcher something
to fret about.
Third-baseman Pat McCarty fills
the bill nicely for the Goldsox.
Such was not the case early in
the season. Pat was swinging for the
fences but was seldom getting more
than a high popup. His frustration
actually caused him to leave the
team for a week or so "to get
myself right, mentally."
In retrospect, the lay-off
provided a turning point. When he
came back, the right-handed hitting
McCarty corrected the flaws in his
swing and began to fulfill his
potential. He acknowledges
ex-coach Jack Pantelias for
providing him with some timely
help .
. "He taught me to keep my head
still and to stop swinging so hard "
explained the friendly 22-year-old.
"Before, I was swinging for the
fence but not hitting to the fence.
1
Now I am."
PA~ Mc~~RTY. scoops up grounder in practice from his "hot
His confidence restored, the comer pos1t10n, thrrd base. McCarty has provided most of the power
brown-haired physical education
~TR_O~G AS A HORSE--Harvey Newton, a member of FTU's major has moved up to third in the for the FTU Goldsox this year. (Photo by Ike Spinas)
w~1ghtbftmg team, shows that Samson was right and there is strength in
batting order where he gets good
hm _as he presses 293 pounds over his head and (his hair) in last week's
McCarty disagrees strongly with the average FTU student. Pat likes
opportunity to add to his RBI total
Region IV Weightlifting Championships.
by following Tim Gillis and Allen those who would suggest that to shoot skeet at a club in Winter
Tuttle, who always seem to get on FTU's baseball program is Haven and has evoked interest in
rinky-dink.
the sport among his teammates.
base a couple times each game.
"We're more big-time than you
"I hope to take a group of the
From Auburndale High, where
would
think,"
he
emphasized.
guys
down there one of these
he starred in football as well as on
the diamond, McCarty went on to "We're playing a really good days," he said.
Also, Pat and his parents are
Polk Junior College for two years. schedule that includes only
four-year schools."
raising chinchillas at their
The gold student golf team This was followed by a year at the
His hobbies include a couple of A~?umdale home. Seriously. ,,
pJaced first in the annual faculty vs. University of Mississippi after
. We have 152 of them now he
golf team tournament last Friday at which he was eager to re'turn to things not considered common for clauned.
Rio Pinar Country Club. Both the Florida.
faculty and golf team sponsored a
"The weather is kind of band up
black and a gold team. The black there," Pat said. "It was wet and
· student team placed second cold too much of the time."
followed by the gold faculty and
Now a senior, he is one of the
the black faculty teams.
few third-year performers for the
Gold student golfers were Mark Gol dsox. Pat is interning at
Stockwell (79), Wayne Leland (79), Robinswood Junior High this
By Shelby Strother
Ray Johnson (84), Dave Sites (85) quarter, working toward his future
and Flip Arns (89). The team toral' occupation of teaching physical
When they shoot arrows in the
Maureen "MO" Wittcopp, the
consisting of the top four scores: education.
was 327.
"I l?ve teaching, working with air, they pretty well know just other member of the girls' team,
where they'll fall. The bowmen does not do any practicing but still
The black team consisted of Carl small kids," he explained.
Waseleski (78), Robbie Owens (80) pi 1mnmnnnn1111111nmn111111n1111111111111111111111115 \from F'.f'U swept nearly all the top manages to score high.
Greg Rodiguez (84), and Jay §
§ honors during the last week's state
For example, the women's
McClelland (88), with a team total §
.Jt;J;;;
§ intercollegiate archery meet. And it archery team has developed into
of 330.
§
J..,.,... .,...
was no fluke.
one of the top five teams in the
Gold faculty members were Dr. §
~ The FTU team faced six rival nation. Under the guidance of the
John Towell (84), R. D. Hunter § s~
~ teamsen routeto capturing two top team advisor, Pat Higginbotham,
(85), Morris McClelland (90), and ~
J...-V~ §individual titles, the men's tean: FTU physical education instructor,
Dr. John Idoux (92). The team =
~. trophy, the womeq's team the. woi:ien have e~ned a trip to
total was 351.
5 1runner-up spot and another second California later thJS month to
Jerry Gergley (88), Dr. Frank ilnllDllUlllDllHlnmmllllllDlllllDllIDllllllllllllllllllllralin mixed t:am matches.
co~pete in the U.S. Intercolle. giate
Rohter (89), Franklin Hitt (94) and
The Kmght archers competed in Nationals.
IKen Renner (103), comprised the
three big tournaments during the
Arc~el! is a grovfm~ sport. In
black faculty team which had a .
past season and fared well in each. fact, this 1s the first' year it is being
In the Southeastern RegionaJ offered in the Olympics. On May
team total of 374.
Intercollegiate meet which was 20, the FTU team will host more
The FTU golf team will have its '
ifinal meet today, at the Royal Oaks
f,
hosted by· FTU in November, the than 60 top archers from the
E_olf . and Country Club in
There are four teams still women's team took first place and eastern U.S. in an Olympic trial
rntusville. The meet will include an fighting it out for the FTU the men's team fmished fifth, while round on the FTU campus.
ft~tra-squad match followed by a Intramural softball title. God's the mixed entry placed second.
Tom Page is the lone archer on
!dmner and awards ceremony at the Children will take on "23" and
All of this without any formal the team who shoots bare bow.
1
'clubhouse.
Lambda Chi Alpha will play Tau practicing. In fa~t, the team does (This is without a sight.) Yet at the
Kappa Epsilon. Monday is the most of their practicing in Stetson meet last week he beat
deadline for Men's Water Polo backyards.
eyeryone, including those with
entries. Women's softball play will
Tom P~ge has set up a practice sights. He refuse~ to switch and
also begin Monday. On Tuesday, targ~t behmd the apartments where who can blame him? However, it
8 Track Tapes $3.99
there will be a captain's meeting in he .hves, and he and teammates gd will probably cost him a chance to
the PE Building at 11 a.m. to LoJk~ ~nd Jeff Morton do all their compete in the Oympic trials, as
discuss water polo rules
practlcmg there: The same is only archers with sights are
lr----------·-----·applicable in the case of Dena allowed.
Pickens and Lyvonne Harvey, who
When asked about the key to
FREE-TAPE
both live in Titusville and do their their success, the archers all
practicing there.
answered, almost in unison
with any cartridge case
"intense concentration."
'
Hiway 436
Miss Higginbotham stated that
PEN\Y
PUB
Buy
12
Tapes
OF WINTER PARK, INC.
next year FTU will host the state
College Bar
Casselberry Fla.
Get One FREE
311 Porlc Avenue, ~outh
intercollegiate meet.

Intramural

Standings

Backyard Practice Helps
Make FTU Archers Champs .

s
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f 1·nalS
Bea1n• Th 1·s Week

Bobbie Brooks
Bi!iliii f~~ 18.00

TAPES USA

TAPES USA

BICYCLE
·CASTLE

LE EDY'S

831-7377

TAPES USA
5698 S. Orange Blsm. Tri.
Listen Before You Buy
HOURS: 10 to 10 Daily
Saturday 10 to 10
Sunday 10 to 6 ·
Call 859-0590

Master Otarge

We are racing and
touring specialists
featuring-Gitane
Macneet & Fiorelli
S, 10 + 15 Speeds
Cortina 3 Speeds
We carry Jerseys,
Shorts, Shoes +
Helmets.
SALES & SERVICE

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches
PHONE 365-5023
.,

387 W. Broadway, OVIEDO
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Marine Careers
~~~· To Be Discussed
DAVID POSNER
since the incident, she "will not
sleep in a room with a door."
His anti-Vietnam war volume of
poems, "Visit to the East," is his
ninth published collection. It
resulted from the poet's
conversations with a Marine veteran
of the war. "No American publisher
would touch it." The British
Broadcasting Corporation aired it as
a play.
About"Visit to the East"Posner
said: "I wanted to construct a
poem with almost no metaphor, no
literary body; to obliterate, as it
were, the poet, and let the poem de
its own work, as most war poem~
do not."
The audience was not impressed

The U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection team from Jacksonville
will be on the FTU campus
Tuesday and Wednesday to discuss
Marine Corps opportunities for men
and women.
The team will be available
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the
Village Center to interview, counsel
and test those persons interested in
earning a commission in the U.S.
Marine Corps.
Available programs include
Officer Candidate School and
Aviation Officer Candidate School
for seniors and graduate students.
The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC)
summer training program is offered
for undergraduates and seniors that
are interested in unrestricted
ground positions, pilot trsining,
navigator school and law school.

·~ SMA1i~Oi.ii01/JWA Y"

NOW IN ORLANDO
WEDNESDAY - MAY 10 - 8 P.M_.

Andrew
Lyrics by

Tim Rice
Tiie Original Conterl Presentation From Ille Cast A/6•• .
RICHARD KIM MILFORD

HOLLY LIPTON

CHORUS

ROCK BANK

and

Yon ean't beat a European bieyele·
-·

so why 11ot own one

TEN SPEED Dn1vE
18 Minuteman Causeway
CocoaBeach 783-1196

of Cocoa Beach

A shop speeialing in lightweight, quality, IO-speeds
from France, Italy and England. Repairs at fair prices ..

Introducing the new BIANCHI
from Italy at a low, low, price!

